Transcription by RNA polymerase II induces changes of DNA topology in yeast.
We show that induction of transcription of a CYC1-lacZ fusion gene, borne on a yeast plasmid, causes an increase in negative superhelicity of approximately five turns. This increase is abolished by deletion of either essential element of the CYC1 promoter, the upstream activation site (UAS), or the TATA boxes. Several experiments indicate that the size of the increase is proportional to the size of the transcribed region. First, an internal deletion removing half of the CYC1-lacZ transcribed region results in a plasmid whose negative superhelicity on induction is intermediate between promoter-deletion plasmids and the parental plasmid. Second, plasmids bearing insertions of a fragment containing the putative CYC1 terminator into the CYC1-lacZ fusion gene have relative negative superhelicities proportional to the length of the truncated fusion transcripts generated. A plausible model explaining these observations is that local unwinding of the double helix by transcribing RNA polymerase generates positively supercoiled DNA, which is subsequently relaxed by a topoisomerase.